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Ye Chen was a little shocked. 

 

He was still on the verge of death just now, but now he has successfully walked back from the gate of 

hell. 

 

Although there are still injuries, it is only time to recover to the peak. 

 

He looked at Gu Yongxiao, but saw that Gu Yongxiao's eyeballs had exploded and bleed. 

 

His eyes no longer exist, the eye sockets are empty, blood seeps out continuously, and flows over his 

cheeks, like two lines of blood and tears. 

 

"Your Highness, are you alright?" 

 

Gu Yongxiao smiled and said. 

 

"Senior, this... what is going on here?" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned, he faintly felt that he was able to escape from death because Gu Yongxiao 

sacrificed his eyes and saved himself. 

 

"I have used the kaleidoscope blood eye to save you, you should be fine." 

 

"My kaleidoscope blood eye represents the strongest illusion in the world, and it can even turn real 

things into illusions." 



 

"Your heart was penetrated, and you will die if you are seriously injured. I turned this incident into an 

illusion and dream, so you came to life, can you understand?" 

 

Gu Yongxiao explained with a smile, his tone was somewhat arrogant, arrogant towards his illusion, as if 

a chess master was explaining to Ye Chen how exquisite his move was. 

 

"You...you turned the fact of my death into a fantasy?" 

 

Ye Chen was stunned and faintly understood, but he felt incredible. 

 

He was pierced through the heart by the ancestor of Tianxin, and he was originally dead, but Gu 

Yongxiao took action and used the kaleidoscope blood eye to turn this fact into an illusory dream. 

 

Since it is a fantasy dream, it is naturally not real. 

 

Therefore, it is not true that Ye Chen was pierced through the heart, and he survived. 

 

Ye Chen was shocked. He didn't expect Gu Yongxiao's illusion to be so wonderful. 

 

Thinking that he was able to escape from the predicament and get rid of the imprisonment of Wanxu, 

he also relied on this illusion. 

 

However, the price of such a means of reversing life and death and reversing reality is still too great. 

 

Gu Yongxiao's eyes have completely exploded. 

 

"Senior, then your eyes..." 

 

Ye Chen was grateful and couldn't bear it. 



 

"This is the price I have to pay, my lord, it's good to be able to save you." 

 

"You can't die. In the future, the order of the kingdom of reincarnation will be established, and the 

chaos of time and space will end, and it will depend on you." 

 

"If the kingdom of reincarnation can really be established, I would be very pleased if I wanted to come to 

Thor." 

 

Gu Yongxiao smiled and waved his hand, not caring about his own sacrifice. 

 

"Very good, as expected of the former master of the dark pavilion, he really is a bold, big decision, I have 

convinced you." 

 

At this time, a female voice sounded, and I saw a figure, the wind and snow, descended, it was the 

goddess. 

 

"Miss Tian..." 

 

When Ye Chen saw Tiannv, countless emotions rose in his heart, and he wanted to call her "sister", but 

finally held back. 

 

He was also very grateful when he remembered the scene where the goddess had just avenged him 

regardless of the cost. 

 

When the goddess saw that Ye Chen had recovered, she couldn't hide her joy, and said, "Ye Chen, 

congratulations, I thought you would die." 

 

Ye Chen gave a "hmm", nodded, looked at the goddess, and suddenly had insight into the secret, but 

found that on the goddess, there was the atmosphere of the ancestors of Tianxin and the monument. 

 

"You subdued the ancestor of Tianxin, and also got the monument?" 



 

Ye Chen was shocked and took a step back. 

 

"Yes." 

 

The goddess smiled slightly: "It's my luck that I got the stele. Hehe, I have seen the future. If you get the 

stele, you can kill me." 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, and he said, "Heavenly girl, you are in charge of the Emperor Yan's seal and the 

stele. It's really easy for you to kill me now." 

 

The goddess smiled and said: "It's not that simple. Although I am in charge of the Emperor Yan's seal, 

the foundation is not yet solid, and the monument is not under my control. Forcibly refining it, it will 

only suffer backlash." 

 

"I'm shooting now, even if I can kill you, the price is huge, and it will only be cheaper for others in the 

end." 

 

"Hmm... I plan to hand over the monument and ancestor of Tianxin to Zihuang Immortal Palace, as a 

repayment for the kindness they lent me the Emperor Yan's seal." 

 

"As for our decisive battle, I plan to set it in half a year. What do you think?" 

 

"After half a year, I should be able to firmly control the Emperor Yan's seal, and you can also become 

stronger. Only in this way will our decisive battle be interesting." 

 

Ye Chen also knew that it was impossible for today's goddess to hand over the stele to himself, and his 

eyes narrowed slightly: "A decisive battle in half a year?" 

 

The goddess smiled and said, "Yes, in the past six months, don't even think about taking back the stele. 

It's impossible. The stele will fall into the hands of Daode Tianzun or Chongyang Zhenren. If you forcibly 

take it back, you're just asking for your own death." 



 

"If you want to beat me, maybe you can try to light up the second star of life. I look forward to your 

performance." 

 

In the seven stars of reincarnation, each fate star has an earth-shattering power. 

 

At present, Ye Chen has only awakened the first Dragon Life Star. 

 

If he can light up the second scorching sun star, his cultivation strength will definitely improve by leaps 

and bounds. 

 

At that time, even if there is no Heaven Stele, he will have the possibility to kill the Heavenly Maiden! 

 

But, no matter what, the monument will fall into the hands of Zihuang Immortal Palace, which is 

undoubtedly terrible news for Ye Chen. 

 

After the goddess finished saying those words, she suddenly stepped forward, put her arms around Ye 

Chen's neck, and stood on tiptoe and kissed his lips. 

 

Ye Chen didn't know what he was thinking, so he subconsciously hugged her waist and kissed fiercely. 

 

If it wasn't for the presence of Gu Yongxiao, the two would probably have to blend in with each other 

and combine completely, and enjoy a moment of pleasure in this body before the fatal decisive battle. 
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After kissing for a long time, the two let go of each other and didn't say a word. 

 

Then, the goddess left. 



 

Ye Chen stayed where he was, looking at her distant back, feeling lost. 

 

Gu Yongxiao was also silent, and he could feel the contradiction between Ye Chen and the goddess. 

After a long silence, he asked softly: 

 

"Honored lord, do you have the confidence to kill the goddess in half a year?" 

 

He knows Ye Chen's determination and will, even if it is the love of the goddess, he can be decisively cut 

off. 

 

In the decisive battle half a year later, Ye Chen will not let go. 

 

But the problem is, if the monument is going to fall into the hands of Zihuang Immortal Palace today, Ye 

Chen can't get the monument and wants to fight against the goddess, but it is extremely difficult. 

 

Unless you can light up the scorching sun. 

 

However, lighting up the scorching sun, the difficulty of this matter, will not be easier than robbing the 

stele. 

 

"Six months later, senior, let's go back first and find a way to treat your eyes." 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath, calmed down a little, and prepared to take Gu Yongxiao back. 

 

Gu Yongxiao's kaleidoscope blood eye is completely dependent on the eyes to display, it is the ultimate 

illusion, and it is also the ultimate pupil technique. 

 

If both eyes are blind, this illusion can no longer be performed, and Gu Yongxiao will also be reduced to 

a waste. 

 



Ye Chen couldn't bear to be reincarnated and lose a general, and he couldn't bear to see Gu Yongxiao 

become a waste. 

 

"It can't be cured." 

 

Gu Yongxiao smiled helplessly and sighed. 

 

He knows his condition, his eyes are blind, his eyeballs explode, how can he be cured? 

 

... 

 

Ye Chen took Gu Yongxiao back to the Xingyue Realm and summoned Ye Mu, Grandpa, Xuan Hanyu, Wu 

Yao, Ji Siqing, Xia Ruoxue and others to discuss. 

 

When everyone heard Ye Chen's life and death experience in Yuhuang Tianjie, they all sweated, and 

seeing Gu Yongxiao's injury was so serious, they all felt troubled. 

 

Ye Chen tried to use his own medical techniques, gossip Tiandan, Tianxian Koi copying, reincarnation 

blood, etc., to save Gu Yongxiao, but to no avail. 

 

"Miss Yuying, do you have a way to save Senior Gu Yongxiao?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

"Neither did I. I saw that his destiny had been cut off. His destiny ends here, and he will be a cripple 

from now on, alas." 

 

"Even if I use some precious resources to restore his eyes, his kaleidoscope bloody eyes, it is impossible 

to restore them." 

 

Feng Yuying sighed helplessly, and she had no way to save Gu Yongxiao. 



 

The kaleidoscope blood eye, once shattered, that is the fate of the cut off, how can it be so easy to 

restore? 

 

Ji Siqing said, "Ye Chen, why don't you try your kit." 

 

Ye Chen had five kits, and now he has used two, and there are still three left. 

 

In times of crisis, if you use the kit, you may get guidance. 

 

With a move in Ye Chen's heart, he immediately took out a bag and opened it, but it was empty inside. 

 

Looking at the empty kit, Ye Chen was helpless and said, "No, the kit is useless." 

 

Gu Yongxiao said: "Forget it, Honorable Lord, I am very grateful that you have the heart to save me, but 

my fate has come to an end, it's a pity that I can't assist you in the future." 

 

Ye Chen said: "Senior, don't say such words, I will definitely find a way to save you!" 

 

But how to rescue, he was very troubled. 

 

Ji Siqing couldn't bear seeing Ye Chen's troubled appearance. After hesitating for a while, she finally said, 

"Ye Chen, I know there is a place that may be able to solve it..." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes lit up and quickly said, "Where is it?" 

 

Ji Siqing said: "That place is called Destiny World. It is between reality and nothingness. It is known as 

the blessed land of destiny. There is no entrance. I once entered it by accident." 

 



"In the world of destiny, the trajectories of countless destiny are intertwined. If you can step into it, you 

may have the opportunity to change your destiny!" 

 

Ye Chen said: "Change fate?" 

 

Ji Siqing said: "Yes, if you can change the fate of Senior Gu Yongxiao, you can restore his eyes, and even 

restore the former pupil magic to its peak." 

 

Ye Chen hurriedly asked, "Where is the destiny world?" 

 

Ji Siqing shook his head and said: "There is no fixed entrance to that world. I once entered by accident. I 

used the fate spell and spent a little spiritual energy. Maybe I can open a channel to access that fateful 

world." 

 

"However, changing fate is bound to cause huge changes, and it may provoke some terrifying existences 

in no time and space." 

 

Ye Chen heard that there was an opportunity to change Gu Yongxiao's fate, so he was afraid of any 

trouble, and said, "Don't worry, Siqing, use your spells to help me open the channel, I'm going to that 

world of destiny!" 

 

Gu Yongxiao said: "Your Highness, are you going to the world of destiny?" 

 

Ye Chen said: "Yes, senior, I can't let you suffer all the time." 

 

Gu Yongxiao's face showed a trace of solemnity, and said: "I heard that in the age of the Nine Gods, the 

Ice God Tianzun also visited the world of destiny and wanted to change her destiny. She was about to 

succeed, but in the end she was defeated by the ancient god Tuodi blocked, failed miserably, and fell 

into the world of destiny." 

 

"Although the Ice God Tianzun has fallen, her will still exists. If we step into the world of destiny, it is 

likely to cause the hostility of the Ice God Tianzun!" 

 



Hearing this, Ye Chen suddenly froze in his heart. 

 

He had never seen the Ice God Tianzun, but he and Yuhuang Aoxue, the descendant of the Ice God 

Tianzun, had a lot of grudges. 

 

Because of Yuhuang Aoxue's cause and effect, Ye Chen and Ice God Tianzun, although they have never 

met, can be regarded as potential enemies. 
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"Siqing, is the Ice God Tianzun in the world of destiny?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

Ji Siqing pondered for a while, then shook his head and said: "I don't know, I accidentally entered the 

world of destiny before, the time was too short, and many secrets were not explored, if the will of the 

Ice God Tianzun was really active in the world of destiny, it would be troublesome. already." 

 

"Are you still going?" 

 

Ye Chen didn't even think about it, and said, "Go, of course, even if the fate of the world is Longtan and 

Tiger's Den, I will go to it!" 

 

At the end, Ye Chen clenched his fists tightly, and his eyes were full of fighting spirit. 

 

Going to the world of destiny is not only to save Gu Yongxiao, he also wants to see his future destiny. 

 

Seeing that Ye Chen had made up his mind, Ji Siqing said, "Okay, I need three or four days to arrange the 

technique and open the passage. When that time comes, I will go with you." 

 



Ye Chen nodded and said, "Yes." 

 

After the negotiation, Ye Chen settled down with Gu Yongxiao, and then returned to the training room 

by himself to recuperate. 

 

Although he was not able to get the Heaven Monument during this trip to Wanxu, he also gained a lot. 

 

The legendary Taoist book "Wu Ji Tian Xia" has already fallen into his hands. 

 

Ye Chen sacrificed the martial arts book, and immediately felt the majestic martial arts will pour down 

like a waterfall. 

 

Even, through this martial arts book, he faintly captured the location of the Martial Ancestor. 

 

"Master Wuzu was imprisoned in the ancient star gate. If I go to Wuwu time and space in the future, 

relying on this martial arts book, I may be able to accurately find his location." 

 

Ye Chen thought to himself. 

 

There are 100,000 forbidden places in the ancient star gate, and Ye Chen does not know where Wuzu is 

imprisoned. 

 

But with Wuji Daoshu, he has the opportunity to trace the secret and investigate clearly. 

 

However, with his current cultivation base, it is still too far to say that he wants to rescue Martial 

Ancestor. 

 

The most urgent task is to improve one's own cultivation as soon as possible, and then defeat the 

goddess first. 

 

Half a year later, it will be the day of the decisive battle with the goddess. 



 

In this battle, no matter what, Ye Chen could not lose. 

 

Putting away the book of martial arts, Ye Chen sacrificed the only remaining page of the book of 

annihilation, as well as that piece of ashes. 

 

Looking at that page of the Heavenly Book of Destruction and the robbery ashes, Ye Chen's mind moved 

slightly, his spiritual energy circulated, and he forced out a drop of blood essence and tried to refine it. 

 

Originally, the Heavenly Book of Desolation was the World Book of Miracles, but after devouring the 

Bone of the Immortal Venerable Dragon, Ye Chen also inherited the breath and will of the Immortal 

Venerable Dragon. 

 

"Immortal respect for the dragon, inheritance of cause and effect, reincarnation Taoism, annihilation 

and return to the heart!" 

 

Ye Chen sang softly, the star of Long Tengming appeared behind him, and the blood dragon rushed out 

roaring. 

 

Today's blood dragon, after swallowing the immortal keel, already has the aura of immortality, and the 

killing is quite fierce. 

 

Ye Chen completely fused the ashes of the annihilation scripture with the remaining page of the 

scripture, and that page of the scripture turned into a dark color, surrounded by countless disasters, and 

the black thunder and lightning jumped, which was very terrifying. 

 

The appearance of the black book of annihilation caused Ye Chen to receive a huge shock. 

 

However, Ye Chen was in no hurry, with a wave of his hand, the blood dragon flew onto the black page. 

 

Under the suppression of the blood dragon's immortal dragon might, the riot of the black pages 

gradually subsided. 



 

Ye Chen also felt that there was a warm breath that poured into his dantian from the time and space. 

 

It is the breath of truth, the breath of the ultimate Dao. 

 

The black book of annihilation went very smoothly, and was controlled by Ye Chen refining. 

 

Through this page of the book, Ye Chen's understanding of the avenue is also deeper. 

 

boom! 

 

Ye Chen's spiritual energy, at this moment, has rapidly improved, from the realm of the third level of the 

Sky Profound Realm to the peak! 

 

"I was promoted to the Sky Profound Realm, and within a few days, I have reached the peak of the third-

level sky so quickly. Such progress is like a thousand miles in a day!" 

 

Ye Chen was aware of his own progress, and his heart was filled with joy. 

 

According to this promotion rhythm, it will not be long before he will be able to prove the immeasurable 

Dao, and then ascend against the sky, step into the infinite time and space, and reunite with Ren Feifei. 

 

After stepping into the peak of the third-layer sky, Ye Chen mobilized his spiritual energy and poured it 

all into the scorching sun, trying to light up the star. 

 

However, the infusion of all kinds of spiritual energy is still a mud cow entering the sea. 

 

That scorching sun star, there is no sign of light up. 

 

"This fate star is really hard to wake up." 



 

Seeing this, Ye Chen was also very unwilling and helpless in his heart. 

 

The awakening of Lie Mingxing was much more difficult than he had imagined. 

 

There is still the second half of the year, if he can't get the stele, and he can't light the scorching sun, he 

is in danger, and he is likely to die in the hands of the goddess. 

 

Now in the space of the scorching sun, there is only one scorching sun and magic star suspended, that is 

what Ye Chen captured by killing the Nine Suns Immortal Emperor. 

 

As for the real scorching sun, the day of awakening and lighting is still far away. 

 

Helpless, Ye Chen had to temporarily give up the idea of awakening, continue to practice breathing, and 

consolidate his own cultivation. 

 

When his breath returned to the reincarnation cemetery, he found that the cemetery was empty, and 

the figure of Emperor Tianquan disappeared. 

 

"Senior Tianquan!" 

 

Ye Chen called out loudly, but got no response. 

 

"He has dissipated. Before leaving, I told you not to easily contaminate the cause and effect of the tomb, 

if you don't want to die." 

 

The old man's figure appeared, and he warned Ye Chen in a cold voice. 

 

Ye Chen's heart sank, and he had glimpsed the secret. It turned out that when he was attracting Wushen 

Mountain before, Emperor Tianquan burned his soul and borrowed strength to him, which consumed 

too much and finally dissipated. 



 

However, when Emperor Tianquan dissipated, Ye Chen's heart was pierced, and he was seriously injured 

and dying. He didn't notice his departure, and he didn't hear his exhortation before he left. 

 

"Don't touch the tomb..." 

 

Ye Chen was thoughtful, now he is too complicated to be entangled with the tomb palace, how can it be 

so easy to cut off? 

 

Shaking his head, Ye Chen didn't think about it anymore, it was the most important thing to improve his 

strength as soon as possible. 

 

... 

 

After several days passed, Ji Siqing's spell was finally ready to be completed. 

 

In the Xingyue Realm, Ji Siqing has his own territory, called Ziwei Cave. 

 

At this moment, in the crape myrtle cave, the rays of the sun rose to the sky, the red neon was rolling, 

the law of destiny shook, and even the sound of the gear of destiny turning in the void was shocking. 

 

When Ye Chen and Gu Yongxiao came to Ziwei Cave, they saw a rainbow-like passage extending into the 

depths of the void, like a world connected to the other side of fate, deep and mysterious. 

 

Ji Siqing stood beside this rainbow passage, sweat dripping from his forehead, and his hair turned white, 

apparently because of the huge consumption of spiritual energy. 

 

"Siqing..." 

 

Seeing this, Ye Chen felt pity and walked up to touch her cheek. 
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"I'm fine, the passage has been opened, let's go." 

 

"I've met some friends on the side of Destiny and may be able to help you." 

 

Ji Siqing smiled slightly. 

 

"Lord of Destiny, thank you very much." 

 

Gu Yongxiao bowed to thank Ji Siqing, if there is a way to restore his eyes, he doesn't want to miss it. 

 

"Let's go." 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath, and under the insight of the secret, he also felt that the fate of the world 

was dangerous everywhere. 

 

But no matter what, I can't back down now, even if it's Longtan Tiger's Den, I have to go for it. 

 

He wants to change the fate of Gu Yongxiao, and also wants to see his own future destiny. 

 

At the moment, Ye Chen took Gu Yongxiao and Ji Siqing to the rainbow channel and teleported to the 

mysterious world of destiny. 

 

After a while, Ye Chen had left the Xingyue Realm and was teleported to an unfamiliar place after 

traveling through the void. 

 

The environment of this place is difficult to describe in words. 

 



Above Ye Chen's head, there are pieces of mirror-like things floating, and in these mirrors, there are 

scenes of the fate of all beings. 

 

The fate of all beings is intertwined to form the realm of the sky, which is very magnificent and 

spectacular. 

 

At the foot of Ye Chen, there is a river running endlessly. 

 

That is the long river of fate. 

 

Through the reflection of this long river of fate, Ye Chen saw his own appearance, the past, present, and 

future fate, all kinds of appearances are constantly changing, which is dazzling. 

 

In the void, there were faint sounds of crackling, like the gears of fate, turning in the depths of time and 

space. 

 

"Is this the world of destiny?" 

 

Ye Chen looked at this mysterious and magnificent place, quite confused. 

 

Gu Yongxiao is also looking at this world. He has lost his eyes, but there is still the existence of "heart 

eyes", which can clearly see everything around him. 

 

"My destiny, where is it?" 

 

Gu Yongxiao murmured and looked around, but couldn't see where his destiny was. 

 

Peeping into fate is very difficult. 

 

A person's fate cannot always be controlled by oneself. 



 

Gu Yongxiao stood on the bank of the Long River of Destiny, but his reflection was not reflected in the 

river. 

 

Because he is not qualified to spy on his own destiny, let alone change it. 

 

People like Ye Chen who can directly see the reflection of their own destiny are very rare in the sky. 

 

This proves that Ye Chen has the qualification to dominate his own destiny. The real "my destiny is 

mine" is not something that ordinary people can do, not even a former emperor-level powerhouse like 

Gu Yongxiao. 

 

"Be careful, in this world of destiny, the laws are chaotic, time and space are intertwined, and it is very 

dangerous. We rely on ourselves." 

 

Ji Siqing came up, and the long river of fate reflected her graceful figure. As the master of fate, she could 

also control her own destiny. 

 

Ye Chen looked at Ji Siqing with a strange feeling. 

 

Before she set off, Ji Siqing was still quite weak, but now, her breath is round and vigorous, her originally 

snow-white hair has returned to black, and her mental state is excellent. 

 

In this scene, Ji Siqing seems to be the master of destiny, and she is the master of destiny. 

 

"Siqing, your breath..." 

 

Ye Chen even had the illusion that even if the ancient emperor Yu Huang came, he would not be Ji 

Siqing's opponent in this world of destiny. 

 

"I am here, my strength will increase a little, and your strength should be suppressed." 



 

Ji Siqing said. 

 

Ye Chen sensed it carefully, and as expected, found that his dantian aura was slightly suppressed, and 

said in surprise, "Why is this happening?" 

 

Ji Siqing said: "It's the suppression of fate. People's fate cannot always be controlled by themselves. No 

matter who enters this world of destiny, they will be suppressed in the dark." 

 

Ye Chen nodded and understood. 

 

He has the blood of reincarnation and can control his own destiny, but he can't always do whatever he 

wants, and stepping into this world of destiny will be more or less restricted. 

 

Fortunately, these restrictions are not too serious. 

 

Ye Chen estimated that with his current combat power, it would not be difficult to kill the Quasi-

immortal emperor. 

 

"I met some friends here, and I asked my friend to come over and ask her to take us to a place." 

 

As Ji Siqing spoke, he expressed his will and called for the arrival of his friends. 

 

"Where are you going?" 

 

Ye Chen asked. 

 

"The Tianchi of Destiny, a mysterious forbidden place that can change destiny." 

 



"If Senior Gu Yongxiao can enter the Tianchi of Destiny, his destiny can be changed, and the blind eye 

can be restored." 

 

Ji Siqing said. 

 

"Lord of Destiny, I'm an outsider. It's not easy to go to the Tianchi of Destiny, isn't it?" 

 

Gu Yongxiao frowned, since the Tianchi of Destiny is known as a forbidden place, not everyone can 

enter. 

 

Moreover, changing fate, such a big thing, is definitely not easy. 

 

"My friend is here to talk." 

 

Ji Siqing said calmly. 

 

Gu Yongxiao nodded and waited in place. 

 

After a while, in the darkness in the distance, a streamer of light flew out, and quickly came to Ji Siqing, 

but it was a girl wearing a long snow and ice dress, her skin was surprisingly fair, as clear as a thousand 

years of ice, through her The skin, and even faintly see her blood vessels, is very strange. 

 

"Sister Siqing, are you calling me?" 

 

As soon as the girl saw Ji Siqing, she immediately showed a surprised look, walked up to hold Ji Siqing's 

hand, and looked at Ye Chen and Gu Yongxiao again. 
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"These two are...the Lord of Reincarnation and the Emperor of Killing Heaven!?" 

 

"Oh my God, Sister Siqing, why did you bring them in?" 

 

The girl turned pale in horror, and saw through the identities of Ye Chen and Gu Yongxiao at a glance. 

 

Ye Chen and Gu Yongxiao, their breaths had already subsided, but they were still seen through by the 

other party. 

 

"This girl, it doesn't seem easy." 

 

Ye Chen thought to himself, this girl should be born and raised in the world of destiny, and she was born 

with the ability to see the future destiny, so she saw Ye Chen's identity at once. 

 

The arrival of Ye Chen and Gu Yongxiao made this girl extremely shocked. 

 

"Miss Jiang, don't worry, they are all my friends, not bad people." 

 

Ji Siqing smiled slightly, and then introduced to Ye Chen and Gu Yongxiao: 

 

"This little girl is a friend I used to know in Destiny World. Her name is Jiang Mingxin, and she is the 

daughter of the Jiang family." 

 

"Her Jiang family, but the biggest force in the world of destiny, has been blessed by the law of destiny 

from generation to generation, has long fortune, is eternal, and has always been the overlord of this 

world." 

 

Ye Chen cupped his hands and said, "I have seen Miss Jiang." 

 

Gu Yongxiao also bowed and saluted: "Miss Jiang, it's a pleasure to meet you." 



 

The girl named Jiang Mingxin, with sincerity and fear, waved her hands again and again, looking 

flattered, and said, "You're welcome, in fact, our Jiang family is not the master of destiny." 

 

"In this world, there is another terrifying force called the Temple of Winter Solstice." 

 

Ji Siqing said, "The Temple of Winter Solstice?" 

 

Jiang Ming said in his heart: "Yes, the Temple of Winter Solstice is a force founded by the will of the Ice 

God Tianzun." 

 

"Ice God Tianzun, also known as the Queen of Ice." 

 

"Everyone in the Temple of Winter Solstice is dominated by the Ice God Tianzun." 

 

"Sister Siqing, we met for a short time before, and I haven't told you about the Winter Solstice Temple 

and the Ice God Tianzun." 

 

"Furthermore, the will of the Ice God Heavenly Venerate is indifferent and indifferent. If outsiders 

mention it casually, it is equivalent to blaspheming her majesty, and she will be punished by God. I didn't 

dare to talk about it before." 

 

"But now..." 

 

Having said this, Jiang Mingxin paused for a while, and did not say any more, as if there was an 

indescribable cause and effect. 

 

Ji Siqing asked, "What happened now?" 

 

Jiang Mingxin sighed, looked at Ye Chen and Gu Yongxiao, and said, "Forget it, Sister Siqing, don't talk 

about this, what are you trying to do with the Lord of Reincarnation and the Emperor Killing?" 



 

Ji Siqing didn't hide it, and said straight to the point: "This senior Gu Yongxiao is now the core figure of 

our reincarnation camp. His eyes exploded and his cultivation was completely lost. We want to help him 

restore his eyes and pupils." 

 

Gu Yongxiao's cultivation base is all above his eyes, and his eyes burst out, which means that his 

cultivation base is completely lost and he has become a crippled person. 

 

Jiang Mingxin looked at Gu Yongxiao's empty eyes, and was taken aback. He pinched his fingers slightly, 

and said, "So it is... Legend has it that the Emperor Killing Heaven is in charge of the kaleidoscope blood 

eye, and his pupil skills are the best in the world. It's a pity to lose it all..." 

 

Ji Siqing said: "Miss Jiang, I want to take senior Gu Yongxiao to the Tianchi of Destiny for treatment. It is 

said that the Tianchi of Destiny is a very dangerous forbidden area, guarded by a gargoyle, but Ye Chen 

and I should be able to fight against that gargoyle, Buy time for the treatment for Senior Gu Yongxiao, 

please take us there, I know that place is the territory of your Jiang family." 

 

When Ye Chen heard the word "gargoyle", his heart moved slightly, and he also spied the secret and 

knew the mystery of the gargoyle. 

 

It turned out that the gargoyle was a powerful beast with no time and space. It was shaped like a demon 

and like a human-shaped bat. It could be transformed into a sculpture. 

 

The Mythical Beasts List is a list that has no time and space. It contains a total of thirty-three beasts and 

beasts. Each of them is a presence that penetrates the sky and the earth. There are even some mythical 

beasts whose strength is comparable to that of the Heavenly Emperor and the Lord God. It is extremely 

terrifying. 

 

For example, the Immortal Zunlong that Ye Chen had seen before is the tenth most powerful divine 

beast. 

 

This gargoyle, in terms of strength, although it cannot be compared with the Immortal Zunlong, has 

already ranked 30th, but no matter what, it is always an existence that can rank among the gods and 

beasts, and the horror of its power can be imagined. 



 

It is said that in the age of ancient gods before the nine gods were born, the ancient gods of the heavens 

and the gods fought for hegemony, and almost every ancient god had a gargoyle as a mount. 

 

Later, the nine gods rose, the age of the ancient gods came to an end, and the gargoyles were almost 

wiped out, leaving only the last few. 

 

But Ye Chen didn't expect that in this world of destiny, in the forbidden land of Tianchi of Destiny, there 

is actually a gargoyle guarding it. 

 

It is no wonder that the Tianchi of Destiny will be listed as a forbidden area, guarded by gargoyles, it is 

indeed extremely dangerous. 

 

But in order to save Gu Yongxiao, Ye Chen would not back down. 

 

He believes that with his own strength, it is not impossible to delay the gargoyle and buy time for Gu 

Yongxiao's treatment. 

 

"That gargoyle...has been beheaded." 

 

Jiang Mingxin spoke softly, but revealed an astonishing thing. 

 

"what?" 

 

Ji Siqing was stunned. 

 

"Sister Siqing, in fact, the Tianchi of Destiny is not the exclusive territory of my Jiang family, but is jointly 

owned by the Temple of Winter Solstice." 

 

"Not long ago, our Jiang family joined hands with the Temple of Winter Solstice to finally kill the 

gargoyle at a huge cost. My Jiang family suffered the most tragic casualties." 



 

"Originally, our Jiang family made an agreement with the Temple of Winter Solstice that after the 

gargoyle was beheaded, the two sides would share the Tianchi of Destiny. However, when they saw our 

heavy casualties, they simply broke their promise and took the Tianchi of Destiny as their own." 
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"Our Jiang family's vitality is severely damaged, and we can't resist at all." 

 

"Now, the Tianchi of Destiny has been occupied by the Temple of Winter Solstice. It is absolutely 

impossible for you to use the Tianchi of Destiny to heal your wounds." 

 

Jiang Mingxin said helplessly. 

 

"Then the Temple of Winter Solstice, is it so shameless?" 

 

"They are adhering to the will of the Ice God Tianzun, do they have to break their promises as the Ice 

God Tianzun?" 

 

Ji Siqing's beautiful eyes were full of anger and disbelief, and he obviously did not expect that the Jiang 

family would encounter such a change. 

 

If the Tianchi of Destiny falls into the hands of the Zhidong Temple, it will be absolutely difficult for her 

and Ye Chen to save Gu Yongxiao. 

 

Gu Yongxiao's eyes have burst. Such a serious injury cannot be treated by any magical means. Only by 

relying on the Tianchi of Destiny and directly modifying the destiny can it be saved from the root cause. 

 

"I... I don't know. In short, the Tianchi of Destiny has been occupied by the Temple of Winter Solstice. 

Anyone who dares to approach will be killed by them." 

 



Jiang Mingxin's voice contained a hint of anger, but more of it was fear. 

 

She has seen the coldness and cruelty of the Temple of Winter Solstice with her own eyes. If it was the 

heyday of the Jiang family, she might be able to fight it. 

 

But now, after the battle to kill the gargoyle, the Jiang family's vitality has been severely damaged, and 

they have lost the qualification to compete with the Temple of Winter Solstice, and can only survive. 

 

Ji Siqing and Ye Chen looked at each other and felt that the situation was serious. 

 

Ji Siqing also understood. Before, Jiang Mingxin didn't dare to mention the Ice God Tianzun because he 

was afraid of offending, so he dared to mention it just now, because the Jiang family and the Temple of 

Winter Solstice have completely torn their faces, and they don't care whether they offend or not. . 

 

"Sister Siqing, don't go to the Heavenly Lake of Destiny. That place is too dangerous. The Divine Winter 

Temple has dispatched countless strong people to guard it, including people from the former tomb 

palace." 

 

Jiang Mingxin took Ji Siqing's hand and persuaded that she didn't want Ji Siqing to take risks. 

 

"People from the tomb palace?" 

 

Ye Chen raised his brows when he heard this. Could it be that this Winter Temple is also related to the 

Tomb Palace? 

 

"Yeah, the master of reincarnation in that lifetime of the tomb palace wanted to create a reincarnation 

book, but was opposed by many people, even in the tomb palace, there were many people who 

opposed it." 

 

"At that time, there were many strong people in the tomb palace who betrayed and ran away. They 

would rather be traitors than be buried with the Lord of Reincarnation in that lifetime." 

 



"Because they feel that creating a book of reincarnation must be a failure, impossible to achieve, and 

only a dead end." 

 

"After those defectors left, most of them fled to the world of destiny and became the elite of the 

Temple of Winter Solstice." 

 

Jiang Mingxin explained. 

 

"Then... that's no fault of them." 

 

Ye Chen was sad, it was really too difficult to create a book of reincarnation. 

 

It is not uncommon for someone to defect in the tomb palace, and it is even more understandable. 

 

"No, Lord of Reincarnation, those who defected back then, they not only betrayed, but also stole a lot of 

heaven and earth treasures from the tomb before they defected." 

 

"Originally, the master of reincarnation in that lifetime prepared countless treasures and resources in 

order to create the book of reincarnation, but in the end, because there were too many defectors, there 

were too many treasures stolen from heaven and earth." 

 

"This eventually led to the failure of the creation of Reincarnation Puranas." 

 

"Actually, if there are enough resources, the Reincarnation Purana has a little chance of being 

successful, but unfortunately..." 

 

Jiang Mingxin sighed, his voice carrying infinite regret. 

 

If the Reincarnation Purana can be created, it will be a earth-shattering event, and the causal fate of the 

heavens and the world will undergo earth-shaking changes. 

 



She believes that under the rule of the Lord of Reincarnation, all chaos will end, a just order will be 

established, and the kingdom of heaven on earth will come. 

 

"what!?" 

 

Ye Chen was shocked when he heard this. 

 

He originally thought that the defectors were simply fleeing, but before they left, they also stole a lot of 

resources from the tomb palace, which indirectly led to the failure of the book of reincarnation. 

 

"Ye Chen, don't get angry, what happened back then has passed." 

 

Ji Siqing held Ye Chen's hand lightly and said softly. 

 

Ye Chen took a deep breath, and there was still a trace of anger in his eyes, which was difficult to calm 

down. 

 

Although the events of that year have passed, he also felt sorry for the Lord of Reincarnation in that 

lifetime. 

 

If there are enough resources, the legendary book of reincarnation may really be able to be created. 

 

"I'm still trying to find a way to save Senior Gu Yongxiao." 

 

Ji Siqing said. 

 

"indeed so." 

 

Ye Chen calmed down and looked back at Gu Yongxiao. 

 



The most important thing now is to save Gu Yongxiao. 

 

However, the Tianchi of Destiny was occupied by the Temple of Winter Solstice, and it was almost 

impossible to go there to heal. 

 

"Miss Jiang, please give me the coordinates of the Tianchi of Destiny." 

 

After thinking for a while, Ye Chen thought of a solution, and said to Jiang Ming. 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, what do you want to do, I can tell you that there are countless strong people in 

the Temple of Winter Solstice, and there is the will of the Ice God Tianzun to protect you. Even if you 

have the power to reach the sky, you can't compete with the Ice God Tianzun behind you." 

 

Jiang Mingxin was surprised when he heard that Ye Chen wanted coordinates, afraid that Ye Chen would 

take a risk. 

 

Ye Chen smiled and said, "No, I'm not going to Tianchi of Destiny, I want to..." 

 

"Steal that Destiny Tianchi directly!" 

 

At the end, Ye Chen's eyes were sharp and his fists clenched, releasing a mysterious ancient aura. 

 

That is the weather of the Great Wilderness Stealing Technique! 

 

The Tianchi of Destiny is heavily guarded, and it is not easy to break through, but Ye Chen still has a way 

to break through. 

 

That is, use the Great Wilderness Stealing Technique to directly steal the Tianchi of Destiny! 

 

"This is... the Great Wilderness Stealing Technique!?" 



 

Jiang Mingxin was terrified when he saw the desolate atmosphere, he couldn't believe his eyes. 

 

She can peep into the future destiny, and naturally knows the mystery of the Great Wilderness Stealing 

Technique. 

 

It's just that she never expected that Ye Chen actually mastered this secret technique, and looking at the 

magnificent atmosphere of the ancient atmosphere, it was obvious that he was not shallow. 

 

If Ye Chen takes action and wants to steal the Tianchi of Destiny, it is not impossible. 

 

"Miss Jiang, please give me the coordinates." 

 

Ye Chen said. 

 

"Sister Siqing..." 

 

Jiang Mingxin hesitated a little and looked at Ji Siqing. 

 

"Give it to us. If we offend the Temple of Winter Solstice, we will take it upon ourselves and we will not 

harm your Jiang family." 

 

Ji Siqing said. 

 

Now the situation is serious, and the Tianchi of Destiny is occupied by the Temple of Winter Solstice. It is 

too dangerous to break through. 

 

Ye Chen's stealing is the most convenient and least dangerous way. 

 

"All right……" 



 

Jiang Mingxin was helpless, and with a flick of his finger, a streamer shot out, passing the coordinates of 

the Tianchi of Destiny to Ye Chen. 

 

hum! 

 

Ye Chen knew the sea Qingming, and immediately felt the existence of the Tianchi of Destiny. 

 

"The Great Wilderness steals the sky, all laws are empty, stealing destiny, so I hear..." 
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Ye Chen sang softly, locked the coordinates of the Tianchi of Destiny, and released the Great Wilderness 

Stealing Technique quietly, directly penetrating the void, like a demon tentacle, quietly arrived at the 

Tianchi of Destiny. 

 

Around the Tianchi of Destiny, the flowers and plants are lush and the trees are lush. 

 

Ye Chen's consciousness also quietly arrived at the Tianchi of Destiny, and he saw that it was a fairyland-

like place. 

 

A clear, jade-like pool is located in the very center, surrounded by rare flowers and grasses, thick forests 

and bamboos. 

 

"Is this the Tianchi of Destiny..." 

 

Ye Chen looked at the clear pool, and at a glance, he was sure that it was the legendary Tianchi of 

Destiny. It was the place with the most aura in this world of destiny, where countless mysteries of the 

laws of destiny were gathered. 

 



Next to the Tianchi of Destiny, there is a destroyed statue. 

 

Under Ye Chentian's insight, he immediately knew that the statue was actually the remains of a 

gargoyle. 

 

The gargoyle, the 30th ranked existence in the list of time and space divine beasts, was once the most 

famous beast in the age of ancient gods, and almost every ancient god would have a gargoyle mount. 

 

Since the end of the age of ancient gods, there are only a few gargoyles left in the heavens and space. 

 

One of them is guarding the Tianchi of Destiny. 

 

However, this gargoyle had already been beheaded by the Jiang family and the Temple of Solstice, and 

the Jiang family had been severely damaged. 

 

Today, in the Tianchi of Destiny, there are still reflections of gargoyles. 

 

The real body of the gargoyle has been destroyed and beheaded, but the reflection is still intact. In the 

Tianchi of Destiny, its head is like a wolf's head, with bat wings on its back, and its appearance is very 

ferocious. 

 

Ye Chen knew that this reflection should be the concept of gargoyle remnants. 

 

It is very difficult to completely kill a beast like a gargoyle. Even if it is killed, there will still be residual 

conceptual traces left. 

 

If there is an expert shot, you can revive the gargoyle based on this conceptual trace! 

 

However, this should be unlikely. 

 

Because, the entire Tianchi of Destiny has been occupied by the Temple of Winter Solstice. 



 

If outsiders want to break in, they must defeat many strong people in the Temple of Winter Solstice, 

which is equivalent to challenging the majesty of the Ice God Tianzun, the Queen of Ice, and the 

consequences are unimaginable. 

 

When Ye Chen's consciousness was released, he saw that not far from the Tianchi of Destiny, it was 

densely packed, and there were patrolling powerhouses everywhere. 

 

They were dressed in black, with a cold and stern breath, and the emblem of the Ice God was printed on 

the front of their clothes. 

 

There are also some strong people who are clearing the remains of the gargoyle statue and erecting a 

new statue. This new statue is completely made of ice, and the cold air is filled. It is the statue of the 

legendary Ice God Tianzun. 

 

Under the aura of the Ice God statue, the water in the Tianchi of Destiny was gradually freezing. 

 

If the Tianchi of Destiny is completely frozen, and Ye Chen wants to steal again, it will be difficult. 

 

At the moment, Ye Chen calmed down, continued to urge the Great Wilderness Stealing Technique, 

silently touched the Tianchi of Destiny, and began to steal. 

 

The powerhouses around the Winter Solstice Temple did not find the breath of Ye Chen's technique. 

 

"It seems that the people from Jianzong haven't discovered me yet, but they can't be careless and must 

fight quickly!" 

 

Ye Chen thought to himself. 

 

Under Tian Ji's insight, he already knew clearly the identities of those black-clothed patrolling 

powerhouses. 

 



They came from the Temple of Winter Solstice, or more precisely, from the Sword Sect. 

 

Inside the Temple of Winter Solstice, the Sword Sect and the Shield Sect were divided. 

 

It is precisely because of the infighting between Sword Sect and Shield Sect that the Temple of Winter 

Solstice cannot work together, and even if it is sheltered by the Ice God Tianzun, it will never be able to 

dominate the Tianchi of Destiny. 

 

At that time, many disciples in the tomb palace defected. They fled to the Tianchi of Destiny, took refuge 

in the Temple of Winter Solstice, swore allegiance to the Ice God Tianzun, and formed the original force 

of the Sword Sect. 

 

Jianzong believes that they were born in a tomb palace and have reincarnation karma. If they assist the 

Ice God Tianzun, they will be enough to make the Ice God Tianzun rise against the sky, such as the divine 

sword smashing the world and achieving eternal dominance. 

 

The strong men of Jianzong always want the Ice God Tianzun to come out of the mountain and go to the 

outside world. 

 

However, the Shield Sect did not think so. 

 

The Shield Sect was the original power of the Temple of Winter Solstice. They were much more calm and 

did not want to let the Ice God Tianzun go out of the mountain so quickly. 

 

They want to figure it out slowly, until the Ice God Tianzun becomes the master of the world of destiny, 

takes charge of the avenue of destiny, and proves the position of the master of destiny, and it is not too 

late to come out of the mountain. 

 

Sword Sect and Shield Sect, one is radical, the other is conservative, neither of them will give in, and the 

internal fighting is extremely tragic. 

 

If they don't fight infighting, the Jiang family where Jiang Mingxin is located will not have a chance to 

rise at all. 



 

The beheading of the gargoyle this time was the union of the Sword Sect and the Jiang family, and had 

little to do with the Shield Sect. 

 

Breaking his promises and dominating the Tianchi of Destiny is also a sword sect. 

 

Today, the strong guards around the Tianchi of Destiny are naturally elite masters from Sword Sect. 

 

Ye Chen looked at these sword sect masters, and felt a little worried. 

 

He knew that most of these sword sect masters defected from the tomb palace. They used to be loyal to 

Samsara, but in the end, they all defected, and then switched to the camp, swearing allegiance to the Ice 

God Tianzun. 

 

"Forget it, the most important thing right now is the Tianchi of Destiny. I will steal the Tianchi of Destiny 

first." 

 

Ye Chen settled down, and his consciousness focused on the Tianchi of Destiny again. 
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His Great Wilderness Stealing Technique was already being used, and he began to steal the spiritual 

energy of the Heavenly Pond of Destiny, as well as the various laws contained in the pond water. 

 

In the pool water, the reflection of the gargoyle made Ye Chen a little uneasy. 

 

When he looked into the eyes of the gargoyle, there was an inexplicable shock in his heart. 

 

"These eyes..." 



 

Ye Chen was a little dazed, because he found that the eyes of the gargoyle were terrifyingly deep and 

dark, even thousands of times more terrifying than the immortal Zunlong he had seen in the past, and 

the demonic energy burst, like a black hole vortex, When people glanced at it, they were immediately 

pulled into it, trapped in it, unable to extricate themselves. 

 

You must know that in the list of divine beasts, the ranking of gargoyles is much lower than that of the 

Immortal Zunlong. 

 

But now, Ye Chen looked at the eyes of the gargoyle's reflection, but felt an unprecedented horror. The 

soul of consciousness was pulled in, and it was about to be crushed and swallowed. 

 

"Reincarnation Holy Soul Heaven, Reincarnation Heavenly Sword, stabilize me!" 

 

In a crisis, Ye Chen used the Holy Soul of Samsara, and even the energy of the Sword of Samsara. 

 

In the center of the formation of the Holy Soul of Samsara, a sword shadow of the Sword of Samsara 

appeared. 

 

The appearance of this sword shadow has greatly improved the protection effect of the entire 

Reincarnation Holy Soul Heaven, and it is even enough to compete with the will to kill without time and 

space! 

 

Under the protection of the Holy Soul of Reincarnation, Ye Chen's consciousness was immediately pulled 

out from the vortex-like fall of the black hole and returned to normal. 

 

"These eyes... no, these are not gargoyle eyes!" 

 

"These are the eyes of the God of Heaven!" 

 

Ye Chen's face was terrifying, and he faintly glimpsed the secret. 

 



He immediately noticed that the gargoyle reflection he saw just now, the pair of eyes, did not belong to 

the gargoyle. 

 

Possibly the master behind the gargoyle! 

 

It is a character of the level of the emperor and the main god! 

 

Moreover, the breath is very ancient, and it is very likely that it is a strong man of the same era as the 

Great Emperor Cangxuan. 

 

Emperor Cangxuan, the ancestor of Xuanhanyu, was once the master of heaven in the age of old gods, 

who slaughtered all the gods. 

 

The master behind the gargoyle should also be an old god, an existence older than the age of the Nine 

Gods, and the breath is too terrifying. 

 

Ye Chen recalled those eyes, and his heart was still a little turbulent. 

 

The master behind the gargoyle has a very strong will to kill, and his demonic energy is soaring to the 

sky. If he wants to devour everything, he is definitely a very terrifying demon god. 

 

Fortunately, Ye Chen was protected by the Holy Soul of Samsara and the Sword of Samsara, but he was 

not injured. 

 

"Marven Ye, what's wrong with you?" 

 

Ji Siqing took a step forward, a look of surprise on his face. 

 

Because she found that Ye Chen, who was seriously stealing the Tianchi of Destiny just now, suddenly 

turned pale and sweaty, as if he had suffered some kind of accident. 

 



Gu Yongxiao and Jiang Mingxin were extremely surprised when they saw this. 

 

In front of Ye Chen, there were already wisps of water vapor gathered, which was the water vapor of the 

Tianchi of Destiny, full of strong law energy fluctuations. 

 

Obviously, Ye Chen's Great Wilderness Stealing Technique has already taken effect. 

 

However, Ye Chen's sudden change shocked Ji Siqing, Jiang Mingxin, and Gu Yongxiao. 

 

Could it be that Ye Chen was discovered by the Temple of Winter? 

 

... 

 

On the other side of the Tianchi of Destiny, a golden light suddenly appeared in the water of the pool. 

 

That is the guardian light of the Holy Soul Heaven of Samsara! 

 

Under the impact of this protective light, the reflection of the gargoyle in the pool water quickly 

collapsed. 

 

However, the light of the Holy Soul of Reincarnation bloomed, Ye Chen's will, and the breath of the 

Great Wilderness Stealing Technique were completely exposed. 

 

"This light... is the Lord of Reincarnation!" 

 

"And this weather, is it... is it the legendary Heaven Stealing Technique from the Great Wilderness?" 

 

"Damn, the Lord of Reincarnation wants to steal the Tianchi of Destiny!" 

 



The powerhouses of the Sword Sect in the Temple of Winter in the surrounding area were immediately 

furious and frightened when they noticed this scene. 

 

They set up a lot of protection, guarding the Tianchi of Destiny, and when the statue of the Ice God 

Tianzun is established, they can stabilize the foundation and slowly refine the aura of the Tianchi of 

Destiny to help the Ice God Tianzun recover. 

 

But they never expected that when they were about to finish, the Tianchi of Destiny was actually stolen 

by Ye Chen. 

 

"The Lord of Reincarnation, has actually entered the world of destiny?" 

 

A young man in black stepped out, with delicate eyebrows and a heavy ruler on his back, he naturally 

carried a majesty when he raised his hands and feet, and seemed to be the leader of these sword sect 

powerhouses. 

 

"Young Sect Master, the Lord of Reincarnation steals the Tianchi, what should we do?" 

 

An elder of the Sword Sect asked the young man in black. 

 

It turned out that this young man in black was the Young Sect Master of Sword Sect. 

 

"It is rumored that the master of reincarnation is a peerless genius, so we will visit him to see who the 

inheritor of reincarnation in this life is, compared with the one in the tomb palace, who is stronger or 

weaker." 

 

The black-clothed youth smiled and strode away in the direction of the reincarnation breath. 

 

Many sword sect powerhouses looked at each other in dismay, and their hearts were inexplicably 

throbbing. 

 

It has been a long, long time since the matter of the tomb palace, and they have gradually forgotten. 



 

At this time, when I heard the young sect master mention it, thinking of the master of reincarnation in 

that life, and his terrifying ambition to create a book of reincarnation, everyone shuddered and sighed. 

 

... 

 

hum! 

 

Ye Chen's head shook, opened his eyes, and said to Ji Siqing, Jiang Mingxin, and Gu Yongxiao: 

 

"No, it's exposed." 

 

The aura of the Great Wilderness Stealing the Heavenly Art converged from Ye Chen, and the water 

vapor from the Tianchi Lake that had just been stolen, before it really gathered and formed, dissipated 

with a snort, and returned to the Earth Vessel. 

 

"I caught the breath of the strong swordsmen, they are about to kill, go!" 
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Jiang Mingxin covered his mouth and looked into the distance with a look of horror on his face, and 

turned to leave. 

 

"Can't go." 

 

Ji Siqing pulled her back, staring straight ahead. 

 

I saw in the distant woods, the sound of chi chi, and the wind was rushing. 

 



It didn't take long for a young man in black with a heavy ruler to lead more than a dozen strong 

swordsmen with strong aura, and flew in, scattered and scattered, taking her and Jiang Mingxin, as well 

as Ye Chen and Gu Yongxiao, around the middle. 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, Lord of Destiny, it is a pleasure to meet." 

 

"Xia Xiao Yinan is the Young Sect Master of the Sword Sect of the Winter Temple under the Queen of 

Ice." 

 

The young man in black strode out and saluted Ye Chen and Ji Siqing, looking very polite. 

 

In the Temple of Winter, they are generally called the Queen of Ice to the Ice God Tianzun. 

 

"Xiao Yinan, you... what are you doing surrounding us? 

 

Let us go! " 

 

Jiang Mingxin looked at Xiao Yinan's figure, obviously panicked, and his voice trembled. 

 

"It's okay, leave it to us." 

 

Ji Siqing gently held Jiang Mingxin's hand and said softly. 

 

"Lord of Destiny, do you want to completely control the truth of destiny and become the supreme lord 

of destiny when you come to the world of destiny?" 

 

"Hehe, I advise you, although you can be said to be the lord of destiny today, but the lord of destiny in 

the future is definitely not you, but Her Majesty the Queen of the Temple of Winter Solstice!" 

 

Xiao Yinan's eyes flickered with a hint of coldness, and he glanced at Ji Siqing, his eyes finally fell on Ye 

Chen again. 



 

He obviously thought that Ye Chen's stealing the Tianchi of Destiny was to help Ji Siqing stabilize his 

cultivation, and even to seize the authority of the ultimate destiny master. 

 

Ji Siqing's beautiful eyes flickered, and he didn't know what thoughts flashed through his mind. He 

slowly opened his mouth and said, "I have no intention of competing with the Ice God Tianzun. We are 

not here to seize the Tianchi of Destiny, but just want to use the spiritual energy of Tianchi of Destiny to 

help us. This senior restores his eyes." 

 

Pointing to Gu Yongxiao. 

 

Just now, Ye Chen shot, in fact, to completely steal Tianchi, but Ji Siqing's machine changed very quickly, 

seeing Xiao Yinan's strong side, he immediately said that he just wanted to borrow spiritual energy, not 

to loot completely. 

 

"Who is this……" 

 

Xiao Yinan looked at Gu Yongxiao, and saw that Gu Yongxiao's eyes were completely blind, his breath 

was declining, he was like a crippled person, but he carefully observed the cause and effect, and felt a 

very terrifying past. 

 

"It turned out to be the legendary Killing Emperor, disrespectful!" 

 

Under the insight of Tianji, Xiao Yinan immediately caught a glimpse of Gu Yongxiao's identity, looked at 

Ye Chen, and was shocked again: "Lord of Samsara, it's incredible that you have already recruited the 

Killing Emperor." 

 

Ye Chen smiled wryly, shook his head and said, "Now Senior Gu Yongxiao's eyes are completely ruined, I 

need to find a way to help him treat. I want to borrow the spiritual energy of the Tianchi of Destiny, and 

I also ask Young Sect Master Xiao to make a condition." 

 

Seeing that Xiao Yinan didn't seem to be completely unreasonable, Ye Chen wanted to discuss a 

solution. 



 

Hearing that Ye Chen was going to borrow the Tianchi of Destiny, Xiao Yinan hesitated. 

 

The powerhouses of the surrounding Sword Sect were also in a commotion. 

 

"Young Sect Master, this Heavenly Lake of Destiny was taken by the old Sect Master with countless 

efforts, but it cannot be easily loaned to others." 

 

"Yeah, Young Sect Master, the gargoyle was killed that day, and the battle was shattered. You never 

participated in the war, so you don't know how tragic it was." 

 

"Our sword sect spent a lot of money to win Tianchi. Now is the time when the statue of the Queen of 

Ice is erected. How can we lend Tianchi to outsiders?" 

 

Several elder-like figures bowed to Xiao Yinan to persuade him, but they did not agree to lend the 

Tianchi of Destiny. 

 

Xiao Yinan frowned slightly and said, "I heard that you encouraged my father, broke your promise, 

expelled the Jiang family, dominated the Tianchi of Destiny, and caused my father to suffer the backlash 

of fate. Have you ever been convicted?" 

 

When the elders heard it, they were so frightened that they broke into a cold sweat and said, "This... 

this is also to revive the Queen of Ice, a little trick is understandable." 

 

When Jiang Mingxin heard this, he snorted, hid behind Ji Siqing, and shouted at the elders: "You 

shameless, after you agreed to kill the gargoyle, half of the Tianchi of Destiny will be alone, but your 

sword sect has occupied all of them. , no shame!" 

 

After a pause, he said to Xiao Yinan again: "Xiao Yinan, just return the half that belongs to our Jiang 

family." 

 

Xiao Yinan shook his head and said, "I can't be the master. That's my father's decision. If there is 

anything to offend, please also ask Haihan. I will report to the Queen of Ice and ask her to decide." 



 

Jiang Ming said in his heart, "I'm afraid that your ice queen is also selfish and not keeping promises!" 

 

Xiao Yinan's eyes froze, and he said, "You are not allowed to insult Her Majesty the Queen!" 

 

He was still very polite just now, but at this time he suddenly became serious and fierce, with killing 

intent in his eyes. As soon as he stepped on his feet, his figure was like a ghost, and he rushed in front of 

Jiang Mingxin, and a handful of ice and snow appeared in his hand. The awl, stabbed out. 

 

Jiang Mingxin exclaimed "Ouch", who would have thought that Xiao Yinan would suddenly take action. 

 

Xiao Yinan is the Young Sect Master of Sword Sect, and his strength is extremely powerful. 

 

"stop!" 

 

Ji Siqing's beautiful eyes flashed, the Vermillion Bird Sword exploded in his hand, and the red flames 

shot into the sky, blocking Xiao Yinan's ice pick. 

 

Under the impact of the flames of the Vermillion Bird, the ice pick in Xiao Yinan's hand instantly melted 

into ice water, and then squeaked and turned into water vapor. 

 

"Sister Siqing..." 

 

Jiang Ming's heart escaped from death, his pretty face turned pale, and he grabbed Ji Siqing's arm. 

 

"Haha, as expected of the descendant of the Vulcan Heavenly Venerate, it's a bit of a way." 

 

Xiao Yinan looked at the Vermillion Bird Sword in Ji Siqing's hand, and felt a fiery breath coming towards 

him. 

 



Behind that breath, there is the majesty of Vulcan Heavenly Venerate! 

 

Facing Ji Siqing, Xiao Yinan naturally did not dare to be careless, and slowly pulled out the heavy ruler 

behind him. 

 

His heavy ruler was forged from an unknown material. The whole body was as black as black iron, but it 

had no sharp edges, showing a deep and simple atmosphere. 

 

Ji Siqing felt a little dignified when he saw Xiao Yinan draw out his weapon. 

 

At this moment, a tall and straight figure walked in front of her, giving her an infinite sense of security. 

 

That is Ye Chen! 

 

"If you have any tricks, come at me." 

 

Ye Chen covered Ji Siqing and Jiang Mingxin behind him and faced Xiao Yinan. 

 

Xiao Yinan was stunned for a moment, feeling Ye Chen's will and edge, he smiled slightly, and said: 

 

"Lord of Reincarnation, if you want to borrow Tianchi, you can actually." 

 

"As long as you can defeat me, I will take you to the Tianchi of Destiny immediately!" 

 

When these words fell, Ye Chen was very surprised. 

 

Because, his cultivation had already reached the peak of the third layer of the Sky Profound Realm. 

 

With his strength, among his peers, he can be said to be an invincible existence. 



 

Looking at the entire Taishang world, there are not many people who can suppress him. 

 

Where did he think that Xiao Yinan would dare to challenge him. 
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"Are you fighting alone?" 

 

Ye Chen couldn't believe it. 

 

"Yes." 

 

Xiao Yinan was still smiling. 

 

Many sword sect powerhouses around were suddenly terrified. 

 

"Young Sect Master, it is absolutely impossible!" 

 

"How powerful is the Lord of Samsara, if you fight alone, you are definitely not his opponent!" 

 

"Let's go together, with the grace of the Queen of Ice, there is still a chance to kill Samsara, but if you 

fight alone, it will be a dead end!" 

 

Several elders stepped forward and tried their best to dissuade them. 

 

Although they have never left the world of destiny, they have also glimpsed the changes in the outside 

world from the long river of destiny, and clearly saw Ye Chen's breakthrough. 



 

They know very well that Ye Chen's strength is extremely powerful, and it can be said that he is an 

invincible opponent of his peers. Except for some old monsters that defy the sky, almost no one can 

suppress Ye Chen in the entire Taishang world. 

 

Although Xiao Yinan is also a generation of outstanding talents, he can never be Ye Chen's rival. 

 

"Elders, needless to say, I want to experience the master strokes of the Lord of Reincarnation." 

 

Xiao Yinan waved his hand lightly, but still insisted on discussing with Ye Chen. 

 

"If you lose, are you willing to lend me the Tianchi of Destiny?" 

 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly and asked again. 

 

"Yes, but it is only borrowed to restore the eyes of the Emperor Killing Heaven. If you want to devour 

the Heavenly Lake of Destiny, it is absolutely impossible." 

 

Xiao Yinan Road. 

 

Gu Yongxiao's eyes are completely destroyed, and there is no magical means to cure him in the world, 

but relying on the Tianchi of Destiny and modifying his destiny, he can still be cured directly. 

 

This is the power of the Tianchi of Destiny and the power of the law of fate. 

 

"Don't worry, I'm not you, I will keep my promise." 

 

Ye Chen replied with a smile, in fact, even if he wanted to devour, with his current strength and Ji 

Siqing's strength, it would be impossible to completely devour Tianchi of Destiny. 

 



Because of the Tianchi of Destiny, a large amount of the spiritual energy of the earth's veins from the 

world of destiny has gathered. I don't know how many epochs have been accumulated. The energy is 

too abundant, and it contains infinite changes in destiny. 

 

Unless a real god descends, no one can completely devour Tianchi of Destiny. 

 

What Ye Chen wanted was to borrow the energy of the Tianchi of Destiny to heal Gu Yongxiao's eyes 

first. 

 

At the same time, he also wants to go to Tianchi of Destiny to see his future destiny... 

 

Listening to Ye Chen's words, Xiao Yinan was a little embarrassed, coughed twice, and said, "My father is 

eager to revive the Queen of Ice, and he is unscrupulous, please forgive me." 

 

"I will try my best to make up for the loss of the Jiang family." 

 

Xiao Yinan's father was the Sect Master of Sword Sect. 

 

The person who joined hands with the Jiang family to kill the gargoyle, and later reneged on his 

promises and dominated Tianchi, was also his father. 

 

Hearing that Xiao Yinan wanted to make up for the loss of the Jiang family, Ye Chen was noncommittal, 

shook his head and said, "Let's talk about it later, you shoot first, if you can defeat me, I will leave 

immediately." 

 

Xiao Yinan clenched the heavy ruler and said, "Okay!" 

 

The sound of the word fell, and he rushed out, waving a heavy ruler, beheading Ye Chen fiercely. 

 

"Cloaked Swordsmanship!" 

 



I saw Xiao Yinan danced like the wind with heavy feet, wide open and closed, extremely domineering, 

and had the legacy of the ancestors. 

 

"what?" 

 

Feeling Xiao Yinan's violent and domineering swordsmanship, Ye Chen was surprised and took two steps 

back to dodge. 

 

From Xiao Yinan's swordsmanship, he actually felt the legacy of Martial Ancestor. 

 

Could it be that Xiao Yinan is related to Martial Ancestor? 

 

When Ye Chen was distracted, Xiao Yinan danced with a heavy ruler in his hands, smashing like a dragon 

like a tiger, the surrounding airflow exploded, and the momentum was fierce, forcing Ye Chen to step 

back. 

 

"The Young Sect Master is mighty!" 

 

Seeing Xiao Yinan's shot, he had the upper hand, and the surrounding Sword Sect powerhouses cheered. 

 

Ye Chen's face sank, seeing Xiao Yinan's moves, there is a lot of spirit of Wuzu, obviously he got the 

essence of Wuzu's Taoism, and his heart is even more strange. 

 

However, he was not flustered. As soon as he stepped, the magnificent Hongmeng aura exploded from 

his body. 

 

"Hongmeng Starry Sky, open!" 

 

A magnificent starry sky immediately supported Ye Chen's head. It was the legendary Hongmeng starry 

sky, and it was one of Wuzu's stunts. 

 



Above the Hongmeng Starry Sky, the veins of the seven stars of reincarnation appeared faintly. 

 

However, Ye Chen did not turn on the life star. 

 

Because he is confident, facing Xiao Yinan, even if he does not turn on the Dragon Life Star, he can still 

defeat him. 

 

After the Hongmeng Starry Sky exploded, Ye Chen's momentum doubled, and he immediately swung the 

Sword of Samsara, slashed with several swords, and struck Xiao Yinan's heavy ruler. Repel Xiao Yinan. 

 

"Although Wuzu Shizun is a brave man, he is not reckless and barbaric. His martial arts are a 

combination of hardness and softness, not blindly reckless." 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are like electricity, and the words are like pearls, breaking through the flaws of Xiao 

Yinan's swordsmanship. 

 

Xiao Yinan's chaotic cloak swordsmanship is ferocious and unpretentious, but it lacks a little flexibility. 

 

The so-called too hard is easy to break, and if you are blindly fierce, it will not last. 

 

The core of Martial Ancestor Daoism is the combination of hardness and softness, and it is by no means 

barbaric and reckless. 

 

Xiao Yinan got a bit of the essence of Martial Ancestor Taoism, but his understanding was obviously not 

as deep as that of Ye Chen. 

 

"Yes!" 

 

Xiao Yinan heard Ye Chen's instructions, and after being stunned, he seemed to have a clear 

understanding. He turned the heavy ruler a little, but it was still wide open and closed, and the chaotic 

swordsmanship slashed wildly. 

 



But this time, in his fierce sword stance, there were some changes in flexibility, and the power of his 

own spiritual energy exploded to the extreme. 

 

In an instant, Ye Chen's pressure doubled. 


